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There is magic in the world, hiding in plain sight. If you search for it, you will find it, or it will find you. Welcome to the
magical world.
Having lived all her life in Edinburgh, the last thing 25-year old Dizzy expected was to see a man with a real (if tiny) dragon on his
shoulder. Following him, she discovered that she had stumbled from her mundane world into a parallel magical world, an alternate
reality where dragons flew through the sky and the Great Powers watched over the world. Convinced that she had nothing to lose,
she became apprenticed to the man with the dragon. He turned out to be one of the most powerful magicians in all of reality.
But powerful dark forces had their eye on this young and inexperienced magician, intending to use her for the ultimate act of evil
– the apocalyptic destruction of all reality. If Dizzy does not realise what is happening to her and the worlds around her, she won’t
be able to stop their plan. A plan that will ravage both the magical and mundane worlds, consuming everything and everyone in
fire.
Christopher Nuttall has been planning sci-fi books since he learned to read. Born and raised in Edinburgh, Chris created an alternate
history website and eventually graduated to writing full-sized novels. Studying history independently allowed him to develop
worlds that hung together and provided a base for storytelling. After graduating from university, Chris started writing full-time. As
an indie author, he has published a number of novels through Amazon Kindle Direct Publishing. A Life Less Ordinary is his third
fantasy novel to be published by Elsewhen Press. Chris is currently living in Borneo with his wife, muse, and critic Aisha.
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